KS2

Activity Trail - ADAPTATIONS
Activities for the RED animals:

1. Asian elephants

a. Match the elephant adaptation to how it helps them survive in their habi-

TRUNK

To defend themselves and to dig

TUSKS

To hear things far away and to fan themselves to keep cool

EARS

To pick things up like food and water

b. Find out what Asian elephants eat. Are they:

Herbivores

Omnivores

Carnivores

2. African hunting dogs
a. Draw the pattern on our African hunting dog:
b. When an animal blends into it’s habitat it’s called:

CAMOUFLAGE
c. Why might this adaptation help African hunting dogs?
By helping them to hide from predators/sneak up on their prey.

3. African black footed penguins
a. Label three adaptations on our penguin:

b. Describe what these adaptations are helpful
for:

Feet—webbed and far back on body to act like a rudder
Feathers—oily and waterproof to keep them dry. Have extra down layer at base to keep them warm.
Bill—sharp edged to catch fish
Eye—special covering like goggles so they can see underwater
Flippers—help them swim through the water
Colouring— camouflage with the deep sea below if seen from above, and the sky if seen from below by predators.

Fun facts for the BLUE animals:
LOOK OUT FOR our sealions opening their nostrils when they surface.

Otters’ powerful tails act like a

They can close them to stop water getting in.

boat rudder, helping them steer
through the water.

DID YOU KNOW the red panda’s large tail helps it balance, as well as

The giraffe’s tongue is so long it
can lick it’s own eyes!

acting like a pillow when they sleep.

DID YOU KNOW chimpanzees have big toes like our thumbs, so they can pick things up with their feet.
Ring-tailed lemurs hold their stripy tails in the air so the others can always spot them.
Brown bears have a lump of muscles on their backs which makes them extremely good diggers!
Wolverine babies are born white to blend in to their snowy habitat.

